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correlation* and those between empty and doubly occupied sites(e—d correlations)13-1*.

Introduction

The variational ground state is taken of the form
The quantitative understanding of correlation effects in strongly interacting
|*o > = <?!*„ >,

system is a challenging issue in Many-Body physics. In most cases of inter-

(2)

est such effects can hardly be handled by means of conventional perturbation
theories built upon independent particle basis functions.

Most notable axe

stochastic methods, such as Green Function Monte Carlo1, and theories using
correlated basis functions (CBF)3 which have allowed for very accurate ab initio
calculations in systems like liquid helium, high density neutron matter and nu-

where |* p > it a reference state which can be expressed as a Slater determinant
of single particle states and G is a correlations operator building into |$o >
those correlation which lower the energy upperbound.
Typical reference states considered so far are the ordinary paramagnetic state
\ip >, the BCS state |$sc5 > "id the spin density wave state |$scir >• In

clear matter*.
In solid state physics much effort has been devoted to study the behavior
of electrons in narrow band systems, their localization property and the strong
correlation effects. The Hubbard hamiltonian4'1 given by

contrast to |4p > which has a Fermi surface, both |$BCS > and \$SDW > do
not show Fermi liquid character and have long range order.
The correlation operator which has been mostly used has the Jastrow form:

<i

which, in the case of on-site correlations /(i\j), has been commonly denoted as
where i,j are sites of a D-dimenaional lattice, t is the hopping energy, and U is
the on-site repulsion, is a well-known prototype model which incorporates the
main features of such systems, namely itinerant magnetism and metai-insulator
transition4. More recently, interest in the Hubbard model has been revived by
Anderson's suggestion7 that non- Fermi liquid behavior away from | filling might
beiat the origin of high Tt superconductivity.
In D = 1 dimension it has been exactly solved by Lieb and Wu*, and recently
developed methods of numerical solution*'10 as well as variational approaches11'13
have been widely applied to the cases with D = 1,2,3. Similar attention has
also been devoted to related spin- | antiferromagnetic Heisenberg and quantum
nonlinear <r models14. In spite of the enormous proportions acquired by the
literature, the deep physics of this model is still open to discussion.

GutzwUler projection operator. In fact, finite range two-body correlations do
not lead11 to a significant lowering of the energy. However, the optimization
of the function /(i\j) is expected to be important for a realistic evaluation of
quantities of interest like the momentum distribution and the single particle
spectrum1*. Other type of correlations as the spin-dependent correlations or the
four-body correlations simulating the e — d correlation have been found to play
an important role.
Recently11, the Fermi Hyper-Netted Chain (FHNC) scheme has been implemented for the Hubbard discrete lattice model. The results for the D — \ case
are in very good agreement with the available variational Monte Carlo estimates.
The FHNC scheme has a few advantages over the Monte Carlo method: (i) it
can be done at the outset for the thennodynamic limit, avoiding the problems

The variational approaches have been very useful to understand the role

concerning the finite size effects which can be serious in D = 2, 3 dimensions;

played by certain type of correlations, like for instance the on-site (Gutzwilier)

(ii) it is very flexible as far as the possible choice of correlation operator is
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concerned: for instance, finite range (and also long range) correlations do not

hamiltonian for a Jastrow correlated model u & function of Ujt and the filling

constitute a serious problem; similarly three-, four-body correlations or spin-

factor v. The proposed method also allows for evaluating the momentum distri-

dependent correlations can be handled. Actually, this has already been done in

bution, the charge and spin structure functions and the staggered magnetisation

nuclear matter17, liquid helium1* and, more recently, in ID Hubbard model13,

of the model. Moreover, the same scheme can be used to calculate the diagonal

(iii) the solution of bamiltonians which are more realistic than (1) for describing

matrix elements of (1) between correlated basis SOW states given by

the copper-oxide materials, like the two-band model hamiltonian1* are certainly
at the reach of the method; (iv) it allows for applying the full machinery of
CBF theory10'" to go beyond the variations! estimates, which may be crucial
to determine the phase diagram of the system as a function of the filling factor
and the coupling constant U/t.

where <bSDW(pi,...,pn\ hx, ..., A«) is the Slater determinant of SDW single particle
states having the n-particle states pi, ..., pn and the n hole-states At, ..., A*.
This calculation provides the variattonal estimate of the single particle spectrum

On the other hand, the FHNC diagrammatic expansion at present cannot

which is a key ingredient for future CBF perturbative calculations.

be expressed in a fully closed form, which makes this approach intrinsically
approximate. Higher levels of approximations (FHNC/n), although formally
doable, require increasing amount of analytical work. By contrast, the accuracy
of stochastic methods is in practice limited only by the computer capabilities.

The FHNC scheme to be used with the Jastrow correlated SDW model is
discussed in section 2. The last section is devoted to a discussion of the results obtained within the FHNC approach and those concerning the magnetic
properties of the Jastrow correlated models.

It is gratifying that already at the lowest order approximation, the FHNC/0,
a reasonable, agreement with the available Monte Carlo results is obtained for
the ID Hubbard model for

2

U/t<S.

Correlated spin-density wave theory

In this contribution we discuss the FHNC scheme to calculate the expectation value of the hamiltonian (1) with trial wave function (2) with G of the
Jastrow form Gj and $ 0 = $SDW- The SDW state is a band insulator at any

The reference state •JDJT is a Slater determinant of single particle wave
functions given by"

filling with the Fermi surface being destroyed by single particle Bragg scatter-

ir(0

(5)

ing. It has an antiferromagnetic long range order (AFLRO) that is maintained
in the correlated 'HSDW- It has recently been reconsidered by Schrieffer et alt2

for k imbedded in the Fermi sea Sr corresponding to the half-filling case, char-

in a study of high Tc superconductivity. In fact, neutron" and Raman34 scat-

acterized by cosifc.a (+casfcva) > 0 in 12? (22? square lattice(SQL)), and

tering experiments on superconducting materials have shown that finite range

^kff(r»)

=

W O 6 ' ' —'i(*)"(k)«'(

){»(»)

(6)

antiferromagnetic correlations exist in superconducting phase and that AFLRO
occurs in the phase diagram near the superconducting phase. Therefore, it is

for cos kMa(+ cos kva) < 0. (, is the spin eigenfunctton, and Q is the wavevector

interesting to calculate at T=0 the staggered magnetization of the Hubbard

characterizing the extra-periodicity due to the antiferromagnetic ordering. In
principle, Q might depend on the filling factor and should be kept as a variational
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T

T
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parameter. Here we consider a single two-sublattice aatiferromagnetic structure,
which implies Q is denned by the condition eiQr< = - 1 for all translation* t
which transform a sublattice into the other. Thus Q u = for ID and (*,;) for

2.1 The FHNC scheme for g(ri:i)
The pair distribution function is calculated by first expressing Gj as a sum
of duster terms":

2£>-SQL.
The orthonormalization conditions ti'(Jfc) + r'(Jfe) = 1, «(|k ±Q|) = v(k) and
v(\k ± Q[) = u(fc) constrain the functions tt(i) and v(k) which can be taken of
the form

(13)
f(fc) = <^{l+ ; £ — ) ) * ,

(7)

Et(k) = («J(fc} + A')*,

(8)

2

where the dynamical correlation fc(ry) = / (r,j) - 1- It results that jfr;,) is
given by

where e(i) = -2tcosfc.a for 117 and t(k) = -2t (cosJb,a + cosi v a) for 2D-SQL.

(14)

The uncorrelated single particle spectrum is given by E^k) for k < kr(v = \)
and -E0(k) for it > kF(v » | ) . The gap parameter A at fe = kr(v = \) is given

where A p are the p-body uncorrelated distribution functions:
- p+

A = Um/2,

(9)

where m is the spin polarisation per particle in the z-direction. In the present

and H =< *sDw|*iDW > is the normalization. As in the ordinary paramagnetic
case, A p can be expressed in terms of the uncorrelated density matrix:

correlated model A is taken as a variational parameter and the relation (9) is
no longer valid. The ordinary paramagnetic correlated ground state is a special
case of this function, with A — 0.
The expectation value of the hamiltonian is given by13
Ea = < H > IN = -2tpn{T.) -f-

(16)
tfA(0)/2,

(10)

where JV are the lattice points separated by a, p = AjN = 1v is the density

where sign(<r) takes either +1 or - 1 corresponding to £„ = | or J., and
=

2_ „

(17)

and ra = a in ID and (a, a) in 2D-SQL. The functions g{ri,) and n(rjj) are the
pair distribution function and the one-body density matrix, respectively. In the
uncorrelated model (/ = 1) one has g(0) = 1 - J £(0) - \ iJ(0) and n(a) =
/B(o) (see eqs. {17),(18))and J50 = 0 in both limits U/t — 0 and U/t -* oo.

(18)
kef,

The density matrices p(i,j) appear in A, in the form of closed separate loops,
each with a factor -(-l/2/>)"\ with m being the number of loop-points. The
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loop* with m > 2 Have an extra factor 2, since they are originated by two different cyclic permutation!. Since the dynamical correlations are spin-independent
they do not affect the spin traces and one has

(19)
It follows that p*#g(riJ) ia given by a series of cluster terms, each being a
product of dynamical correlations and exchange operators, so that each particle
variable of the cluster, except for rt and rj is argument of at least one dynamical
correlation.
In eq. (14) for every p there are (p — 2)!/5 cluster terms which differ only
in the way of labelling the p — 2 indices (5 is the symmetry number). One can
then remove the (p — 2)! factor in eq.(14) and sum over the topologically distinct
Fig.l Examples of clutter diagrams contributing to g{tij). The open dots rep-

cluster terms.
The normalization K has obviously the same structure as />2Ky(ru). As
a consequence (being the turn over p extended to infinity), p2N?(ri)) can be
factorized in a sum of linked cluster terms containing /*(>>;), times K, with the
result

resent the external variables t and j , whereas the solid dots denote internal variables, upon which summation ii implied. Dashed and oriented solid lines represent dynamical correlation h(rmrt) and exchange operator p{m, n), respectively.
The diagram* in the first row are chain (nodal), those in the second row are
composite and the diagram* in the bottom row are elementary. Diagram! in the

E M*» *#).

first column are of the id—type; de—, ee—and ce— diagrams are displayed in the

where I, represents the sum of all linked, topologically distinct cluster terms
having the (external) variables r-|,rj and other ( p - 2 ) internal particle variables.
Since p(i,j) satisfy the convolution property E rt<ri p(»\*) M.kij) = p(*ij)i
then all the separable cluster terms of g(lu) cancel each other and one is finally
left with the sum over the topologically distinct irreducible cluster terms /,,:

subsequent column*.
The FHNC scheme to calculate ? ( r u ) is very similar to that needed for the
ordinary paramagnetic case1*. The chain equation* for Na,

Nj, and Nt, are

exactly the same as in Ref. 13 and therefore will not be reported here. On the
contrary, because of the two-component structure of p{i,j)

and because of the

presence of the phase factor e'^'"', the calculation of the (cyclic-cyclic) chain

V
P

p

Y. IA*U-*P)-

r,,...r,

(21)

diagrams 7VCT and of the composite diagrams XK and Xa

requires some more

discussion. It is useful to represent the cyclic diagrams with two-component

A few examples of cluster diagrams representing Ip are reported on Fig. 1.
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T

where s^(r y ) = / I (fy)exp{JV^(ry) + ^ ( r ^ ) } , and £atf(«j) refers to the sum

rector quantities as:

of bridge (elementary) diagrams of the a/3-type.
In terms of the FHNC-quantitiej the pair distribution function is given by:
« i( »"Z.(r ii )}.

(22)

The components of p(ij) axe given by Ju(rv) ***& '•('!•>)< respectively. The con-

g(rlt)

=

volution integral is defined as

(30)
(23)
)«*(Q

•

(24)

and the density-density correlation function 5(k) = < p ^ ^ >, with Pk = 7^
V; e*p(«k • r;), is obtained from s(tti) by means of the equation
i ).

(31)

(25)
Similarly, the spin-spin correlation function 5,(k) = < p'^^.k >, with pr£ =•

The parallel connection between two vector quantities is a scalar given by;
C ( r y ) + 2cos(Q • r<,)F.(ry)G.(rtf),

(26)

S,(k) =

In doing the chain summation one has to keep track of the ordering of the

(32)

+

various cc-elements due to the asymmetrical structure of convolution integral

where the term which diverges at k = Q arises from separable cluster diagrams

(23-25), with the result

in which the two external points are disconnected from each other and both
are separability points. One can easily verify that the reducibility properties
discussed in Ref. 25 do not apply here at k = Q, because of the spin operator
(27)

<r,(i) for each external point. The resulting expression is constituted by the
product of the two identical vertex corrections one for each external point and

This equation reduces to the conventional FHNC equation for JV«(Pij) when
Mr;j) = 0- The composite diagrams X^ and Xa are summed by
1

""

* "».

is given by m which coincides with the staggered magnetization discussed in the
next subsection.

(28)

2.2

T h e F H N C s c h e m e for n(nj)

The one-body density matrix is defined as
(29)

-10-

(33)
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The chain operator JVw<r(l, 1') is given \>y:
*

II /'(»1y)»5ow(l'2...A).

(34)

If the correlation / ( r y ) is set equal to 1, the uncorrelated one-body density

09)

matrix n(rui) = i.(r u .)- More generally, the one-body density matrix is the
u component of n(l,V). Its cluster expansion can be easily deduced from that

where

given in Ref. 26 for a continuous system, following the procedure outlined in
4 e (l,i).

the previous subsection for ff(rjj). One ends up with the result

(40)

(*c.(l,t) + JVt.(l,fc) - jp
p

where Lp(l,\',r3,,..,rp)

tit—it?

{X(*/)|(/O))(*

is the sum of the linked, topologically distinct terms

having two external indices (1 and 1') and j» - 1 internal indices. Each term is

The staggered magnetization m is denned as

a product of dynamical and statistical correlations. The dynamical correlations

S

5Z

having 1 or 1' as particle variable must be of the type £(<•) = /(r) — 1. As
discussed in Ref. 26, the reducibilities in 1 and 1' cannot be removed and they

(42)

It is related to n(ll') by the equation

appear as vertex corrections. The density matrix is given by:
n(ll') =

1

) - 2JVW.(U') - 2£We{ll')}exp{JV«(rlt.) + Eu(ru.)}.

m

(36)

The FHNC equations for the vertex correction TIQ, the chain functions Nit,
Ntii N(* and the composite functions X#, X^, X(, coincide with those of the
paramagnetic case11 and will not be reported here. To calculate the chainoperator iV(c(<.,one has first to evaluate the chain operator JVM(l,i) having p as

= i Z eiQri(nt(r,r = 0) - n^w = 0)),

where n,(r u <) = 4;(l')n(l,l')f,(l). In the case of ordinary paramagnetic wave
function m = 0 since nT = n^.
The u-part of n(l,l') does not contribute, because it does not depend upon
er. One gets the result
m = 2n.(rn. = 0).

the first element of the chain (that having 1 as particle variable) which is p,

(44)

For the uncorrelated model, n.(0) = i.(0) and one recovers eq. (9).

provided by the integral equation:

#

(43)

i ^ ) ) ,

\

(37)

and the chain operator JVj s (l,t) having X(c as first element:
1
2

2.3

Excitation spectrum

As in the case of the paramagnetic model™-", the single particle excitation
spectrum e(p) can be calculated by modifying p(\,2):
(38)

,2),

-12-

(45)
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I

T1

3

where

Results and discussion
In this section, we review some numerical results obtained"'" for the ID

Hubbard model and present some preliminary results for the 2D-SQL case30.
)

(46)

The convergence of the FHNC scheme with respect to the inclusion of bridge
diagrams has been studied for the 1£>-Gutzwiller ansat*

1.0

(47)

1

where 5P is the set of momenta ki characterizing the shell p. The terms linear

1 '1

1

*~x

p=l

-

i • i

y

//-

in a in the expression Et,(pr) - Eo(f>), give eo(p) - «<>(&*•)• A similar procedure
can be used to evaluate the hole energies e[h). The quantities ftp and / ^ are

0.5 r-

different from zero, which implies the presence of a gap. It is easy to verify that,

//

in the uncorrelated c&se, the above method leads to eq. (8).
The particle-hole correlated states $,* are not orthogonal to each other.
However, it has been proved that, in the calculation of the diagonal matrix
elements, the orthogonality corrections vanish in thermodynamic limit.

FHNC/0
FKMr/4

0.0 /

The behavior of the CBF theory based on np — nh SDW-states as a function

/,

of the coupling constant U/t is an interesting issue. Particularly, in the limiting

0.0

case,U/t —• 00 and v = \ the uncorrelated energy is already the best upperbound,

i, i
0.2

,

0.4

1 .

0.6

1 I

0.8

1.0

k

therefore / = 1 and the variational single particle spectrum is given by eo(fc)
of eq. (8) which diverges. In fact, in this critical case, the number of states

Fig.2

providing a finite energy expectation value is given by the square root of that

correlation functions for the Gut zwilier paramagnetic ansatz at p = 1. Solid and

allowed at any other finite value of U/t.

As a consequence there are many

states of the np — nh basis which lead to unphysical energy expectation values.
The understanding of the interplay between the np — nh states and the magnon
states14 generated by the spin density fluctuation operator p,,j, could be relevant
for this problem. Work in this direction is in progress.

-14-

Taken from Ref.

13. lP-Hubbard model, U/t - 4. Density-density

dashed lines correspond to calculations using FHNC/4 and FHNC/0, respectively.
Results for values g = O.T and 0.9 of the variational parameter are compared with
the Hartree-Fock ( j = 1) results, i is in units of x/a.
and the paramagnetic Stater determinant $ p , for which case exact results are

available11. It has been found that FHNC/0 (no bridge diagrams) already provides an estimate of E/Nt for U/t < 4 and p = 1 which is accurate within less

-15-

practically no change in E/Nt,
Table I Total energy E/Nt of the lD-Hubbard hanultonian with Ujit = 1 calculated for various variational paramagnetic models, by wing FHNC/4 (FHNC)

Tne results for E/Nt and n(0) are summarized in Table i at t//t = 4. The

or second order Power Series1*-13 (PS) approximation, and compared with the

second row of the Table displays the exact results for the lD-Hubbard hamilto-

exact Gutiwiller model*1 (G,,^,) and the exact results by Lieb and Wu*. G, J,

nian by Lieb and Wu while the second row from the bottom shows the FHNC/4

S, Q stand for Gutswiller, Jattrow, GutiwUler-spin, Gutxwiller-quartet paramagnetic models, respectively. The bottom row displays the results of the one-body
density matrix for the G-model at r = 0, calculated in FHNC/4 approximation.
1

0.8

0.6

G™«

-0.518

-0.764

-0.791

EXACT

-0.573

-0.788

-0.821

GFHNC

-0.519

-0.763

-0.792

Jrsttc

-0.520

/

/

/

/

JfS

-0.522

SFS

-0.528

/

/

Qrttsc

-0.560

-0.779

-0.819

nrff/rc(0)

0.99

0.79

0.60

than 10%. The accuracy is somewhat worse for the sum rules 5(0) = 5,(0) = 0

—
_—
•
•
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of p. For larger values of the coupling constant and, consequently smaller values
of 3 (9 < 0.4), the FHNC scheme has a low convergence and one needs to go
beyond FHNC/4.
Typical results of the density-density correlation function S(k) axe displayed
in Fig.2 for p = 1. The effect of correlation is quite large even at g = 0.9. The
contribution of bridge diagrams increases for larger values of the filling factor

I

J_

1

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

and n(0) = p. The FHNC/4 approximation improves the results of E/Nt which
are in agreement with the corresponding exact values for U/t < 10 at all values

Gutzviller
exact
present Gutzwiller T™
Quartet+Jastrow

Fig.3 Taken from Ref. 13. Th« total energy for the ID Hubbard model.The
results obtained for the Gutiwiller paramagnetic wave function in FHNC/4 approximation are compared with the exact Gutiwiller results31. At V/t = 4, the
estimates of the Quartet 4-Gutzwiller model which includes e - d correlation are
compared with the exact results of Lieb and Wu*.
results1* for a correlation operator which includes four-particle correlations (quartets):

and smaller values of g. Their effect becomes negligible for |k| > ^fcjr. 5(0) can

~

be forced to be zero by redefining S[k) in a small region of k around zero31, with

-16-
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I,*,*),

(49)
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T

" T"

if ry = 0, |rM| = a, |r«| = 2a, |ru| : 3a,

(50)

otherwise.

eigenfunction*11'1'; (ir) the quartet correlations lead to a decrease of n(fc) for
k < kr, in accordance with the exact solution by Lieb and Wu; (v) the corre-

The quartet-correlations simulate short-range e — d correlations, discussed orig-

lated paramagnetic wave function bear the Fermi liquid character which, strictly

inally by Kaplan, Horsch and Fulde" and later by other*1*". The estimate of

speaking, is incorrect at least in ID"'7; in spite of this, the energy upperbounds

E/Nt as a function of p at various values of U/4t are shown in Fig. 3 and the re-

in the quartet-Gutzwiller model are very close to the exact results.

sulting momentum distribution is displayed in Fig. 4. The following comments
are in oder:

On the contrary, the correlated BCS"-W or the correlated SDW lead to a
n(k) which is continuous across kr. In the following we discuss some preliminary
results*1-30 obtained for the Jastrow correlated SDW wavefunction.

T
U/t~4

.4

.6

.8

1

Fig.4 Momentum distribution function! for different correlated ID-models at
U/t = 4 and p = 1. The n(k) of the two paramagnetic wavefunction* (A = 0)
fsolid: Gutzwiller; short-duhes: e - d) show the effect of quartet-correlations.
The antiferromagnetic wave function (long-dashes) has A = 0.48 and g = 0.5.

-1.5

Fig.5 Energy expectation values of the lP-Hubbard model as a function of V/t.

of the coupling constant {U/t < 4 for FHNC/0 and U/t < 10 for FHNC/4).

The result* of the GutcwiUer correlated paramagnetic modalU>1> (solid line) and
those of Gutiwiller correlated SDW model (short dashes)3*'11 are compared with

The accuracy is expected to improve in more than one dimensional models;

the exact solution (long dash**)*.

(ii) nearest-neighbor scalar ((J) in Table I) or spin-dependent ((S) in Table

The ID-model results for momentum distribution and the energy upper-

I) correlations do not lead to a significant lowering of the energy upperbound

bound are given in Figs. 4 and 5. The AF model is energetically preferred with

(i) FHNC/0 and FHNC/4 approximations look reasonable for moderate values

in the ID paramagnetic case ; (iii)the quartet correlations account for 90%

respect to the paramagnetic one at all values of the coupling constant U/t. The

of the discrepancy between the results of the Gutzwiller model and the exact

FHNC/0 results agree with those of Ref. 12 within less than 5%. The small-

13

est value of g occurs at U/t = 4 (g = 0.6) with g = 1 at both U/t s 0 and

-18-
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oo. FHNC/4 is expected to reproduce the Monte Carlo results. The momentum distribution of the AF wave function differs from that of the paramagnetic

calculation" and the results of 4 x 4 exact diagonaliiation" are reported for
comparison.

one, mainly because of its continuous behavior acrossfej>.The features due to
e — d correlations, shown in Fig. 4, are not reproduced by the SDW correla-

'

1

tions, which strongly indicates that e—d correlations axe important for the SDW

: U/t

model, too.
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Fig. 7 Density-density correlation functions 5(k) for the Gut*wilier correlated paramagnetic and AF models for the 2J7-SQL Hubbard hamiltonian at p = 1 and Ujt = 4.

-1.8

4

6

u/t

a

10

Fig.6 Energy expectation values of the 2D-SQL model ai a function of U/t, The
results of the GutzwiUer correlated paramagnetic model (solid line ) and SDW (dotdashed line) models are compared with Hirsch's QMC results9 (opes circle and bars),
that of Parola et a i . " (triangle), and those of Yokoyama and Shiba11 (solid square)
Preliminary results 30 obtained for the 2D-SQL model at half filling are given

The dotted and dot-dashed curves report the uncorrelated 5 u n (k). All the results
displayed, correspond to wave functions having the optimal values for the rariational
parameters g and A.
The density-density correlation function S ( k ) and the momentum distribution n(k) are plotted in Figs. 7, 8 by following the path FPQF

displayed in the

insert Fig. 7. The correlated 5 { k ) should, in fact, heal to zero at T ( 5 ( 0 ) = 0).
The failure of this sum rule is entirely due to the lackness of elementary diagrams in FHNC/0 approximation. F H N C / 4 approximation leads 30 indeed t o a

in Figs. 6 - 3 . As in the one dimensional case, the AF model is variationally
much better fulfillment of the sum rule, although the energy estimates change
prefered with respect to the paramagnetic one. The FHNC/0 evaluations are
very little. Some preliminary results obtained away from half filling {p = 0.95
in good agreement with the Monte Carlo estimates of Ref. 12. For instance at
U/t = 4 variational Monte Carlo gets EjNt = -0.84 with g - 0.65, A = 0.45
and m = 0.58 which compares reasonably well with the FHNC/0 results reported in Fig. 6 and Table II. In Fig. 6 the QMC estimates9, the variational MC

and p = 0.90) are reported in Table II. They show that the Gutzwiller correlated models lead to AF-LRO away from half filling. Such interesting result
persists in the Jastrow model, too* 0 , and it is in agreement with the 4 x 4 exact
diagonalization calculation of Ref. 34.
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-21-

I

T

Table U.

Breakdown of the energy and the staggered magnetisation for the

Gutzwiller correlated 2D-SQL model calculated in FHNC/0 approximation.

For a. more realistic evaluation of the U/t — p phase diagram, it is necessary
to go beyond the Jastrow-type correlation operator. This can be done either
by including triplet and quartet correlations in G or by employing CBF theory.

0.90

0.90

4.0

4.0

6.0

0.86

0.60

0.61

0.50

2.40

0.02

0.30

0.06

0.39

<T>

-0.60 -1.48 -1.10

-1.61

-1.48

-1.49 -1.38

<V>

0.21

0.50

0.20

0.57

0.50

E/Nt

-1.39 -0.82 -0.60

-1.41

-0.91

-0.99 -0.76

m

0.20

0.41

0.81

0.02

0.30

0.08

0.34

5(ir,ir)

0.78

0.54

0.21

0.91

0.60

0.64

0.49

S,(ir,ir)-m2iV

1.19

1.21

0.25

1.11

1.34

1.46

1.19

0.946 0.946

p

1.0

1.0

1.0

U/t

1.0

4.0

6.0

1.0

9

0.35

0.62

0.98

A

0.02

0.43
0.66

0.62

Work in this direction is in progress.
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